Medical Section Report

Amy Donahue, Chair

Executive Summary

The Medical Section will hold its annual business meeting and a light reception with discussion during the annual SLA meeting in San Diego on Sunday, June 9th at 1:30pm.

Membership

Amy Donahue, Chair
Vacant - Secretary

Activities

- Amy remained as chair for the 2012-2013 year, after unsuccessful efforts to recruit a new chair by Amy as well as other members of the board.
- Articles were submitted by the chair for each issue of Biofeedback.
- Planned business meeting and reception, working with the Program Committee and Howard Fuller, DBIO chair and past Medical Section chair.

The future of the Medical Section may be in flux – discussion at the 2013 business meeting will help determine if the section is still of use to members, or if it may make sense to role it back into the larger Division. As chair, I am considering recommending that the Program Committee simply have a “medical” representative as the main function of this Section has turned into organizing a medically relevant program at the SLA annual meeting. It may also be prudent to have a “medical” editor on Biofeedback to occasionally solicit medically relevant articles.

Budget Information

There were no costs associated with the Medical Section this year.